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SILCI: Social Influence and disruptive
Low Carbon Innovations

• Disruptive innovations:
– Offer something new and different to 

users, rather than incrementally 
improving upon what is already available

– Create new value for users, disruptive 
innovations shake up incumbent firms, 
markets, and regulations

– Interested in how and why disruptive 
low carbon innovations are adopted
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Need for rapid decarbonisation

• To limit global warming to 1.5oC GHG emissions 
must reduce to net zero around 2050 (Rogelj et al 
2015)

• Consumers contribute significantly to global CO2 
emissions (Cherry et al 2018)

• Many innovations exist offering low carbon 
alternatives to high emitting behaviours 

• They remain at the margins of market share
• If adopted at scale would significantly reduce 

consumer based CO2 emissions



Attributes are important determinants of 
product choice

• Consumers become users when they find attributes 
interesting and appealing [Schuitema 2015, Lee et al 
2013]

• Speed of diffusion depends on the extent to which 
innovations appeal against five attributes (Rogers 2003)
– relative advantage, compatibility, complexity, trialability, 

observability
• History shows consumers can radically shift their 

consumption patterns when innovations offer novel 
attributes which have widespread appeal (Christensen 
1997)  



In just 30 years horses were completely 
replaced by cars

5th Avenue in New York in 1900

In 1908 the first Model T Ford 
rolled off the production line by 
1930 the car was dominant

When attributes appeal to a wholly 
new segment of the market they 
can have a disruptive effect on 
incumbent products and services 
(Clayton Christensen 1997).



Conventional research is limited

• Tendency to focus on mainstream attributes of 
incumbent (price, efficiency) versus environmental 
attributes.

• Typically low carbon innovations perform poorly 
against the mainstream attributes of incumbents 
(many DCE studies in mobility)

• Low carbon innovations offer consumers many 
additional benefits not captured in these studies 
(Hertz and Halkier 2017, Le Vine and Polak 2017)



The four domains of attributes for low carbon mobility

Axsen, J. and K. S. Kurani (2012). "Interpersonal influence within car 
buyers' social networks: applying five perspectives to plug-in hybrid 
vehicle drivers." Environment and Planning A 44(5): 1047-1065.

Low carbon innovations 
offer private and public 
benefits



Three main research questions

• What are the mainstream attributes of low 
carbon innovations that appeal to people? 

• How do different low carbon innovations 
appeal against these attributes?

• What sources of value add do low carbon 
innovations offer? 



• Widely used in consumer research (Kerkhof et al 2009, Marsen & 
Littler 2002, Sampson 1972)
– personal construct theory, how people make sense of the world around 

them (Kelly 1969)
– constructs are dichotomous, agree versus disagree

• Two main components ‘elements’, ‘constructs’
– elements are objects (low carbon innovations)
– constructs are distinctions people make between objects (ways in which 

innovations appeal)
– phase 1 - participants select a triad of elements 

• which two are similar but different to a third
• begins a conversation in which ‘constructs’ are elicited

– phase 2 – participants select constructs most important for the topic
• rate all elements (low carbon innovations) against these on a scale (1-7 in our 

case)

Repertory Grid Technique (RGT)



• Three separate workshops in Norwich
– represented gender and age
– interest in new technology

• Participants compared 12 different low carbon 
innovations

• The over-riding question we asked was “how 
do you think these innovations appeal to 
people in general”?

We interviewed 67 people



12 low carbon innovations
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Analysis is in two stages

Qualitative
• Three level process (Wolcott 

1994)
1. examined all verbatim 

constructs (n=471)
2. coded according to 

overarching categories 
(n=34)

3. interpretative framing of 
attributes based on 
analytical framework (n=11)

Quantitative
• descriptive statistics

– parametric, non-parametric
– means and distributions

• multi-dimensional scaling 
– aggregated ratings in 2 

dimensional ‘attribute space



Three main research questions

• What are the mainstream attributes of low carbon 
innovations that appeal to people? (3 key findings)

• How do different low carbon innovations 
appeal against these attributes? 

• What sources of value add do low carbon 
innovations offer? 



Finding 1 LCIs appeal across all four domains of 
attribute

saves money
“cheaper in price”
“they can get things 
cheaper/a bargain”
“inexpensive to run”
“lowers essential 
costs of living”
“guaranteed savings”

environmental benefits
“does a lot to save the 
environment”
“avoids waste”
“reduces CO2 
emissions”
“does not add to the 
carbon footprint”

identity signal
“helps people to do 
the right thing”
“does not conflict 
with personal image”

social change
“new and exciting 
innovations”
“chance to try new 
things”
“fit with a required 
future”

private public

symbolic

functional



Finding 2 LCIs offer some potentially novel 
attributes

ease and flexibility of 
access
“improved 
accessibility through 
the use of a 
smartphone” 

inter-dependencies
“brings provider and 
consumer together”
“encourages 
friendships”
“involves the 
consumer”



Finding 3 all attributes perceived as 
‘important’ but to varying degrees

Functional benefits to 
the consumer

symbolic benefits to 
society

symbolic benefits to 
the consumer

functional benefits to 
society

private functional

private symbolic

public functional

public symbolic

Adapted from Axsen & Kurani (2012)



Three main research questions

• What are the mainstream attributes of low carbon 
innovations that appeal to people? (3 key findings)

• How do different low carbon innovations 
appeal against these attributes? (4 key 
findings)

• What sources of value add do low carbon 
innovations offer?



Finding 4 LCIs within food and mobility appeal against similar 
attributes

Key
A1 saves money, time, improves health
A2 ease and flexibility of use
A3 ease and flexibility of access
A4 trusted, tried, tested
A5 identity signal

A6 environmental benefits
A8 social stability
A9 inter-dependencies
A7 social benefits
A10 social change
A11 independence from others



Finding 5 significant differences between food and mobility



Finding 6 innovations based on sharing economy less trusted but 
offer novel attributes



Finding 7 some appeal more against attributes which are seen as 
key to diffusion (Rogers 2003, Davis 1989)



Three main research questions

• What are the mainstream attributes of low carbon 
innovations that appeal to people? (3 key findings)

• How do different low carbon innovations 
appeal against these attributes? (4 key 
findings)

• What sources of value add do low carbon 
innovations offer? (2 key findings)



 Appeal against main attributes (high, moderate, low) 
 Private functional Private 

symbolic Public functional Public 
symbolic 

A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A8 A9 A7 A10 A11 
mobility  
private vehicle use high high high high high low high low low low low 
MaaS mod mod high mod high low mod mod mod mod high 
food  
major food retailers high high high high mod low high low mod low low 
rooftop farm low low low mod high mod mod low high low low 
homes  
low energy 
management, high 
waste 

low high high mod low low high low low low low 

smart appliances mod mod high mod mod mod mod low low high mod 
energy  
low energy 
management, high 
waste 

low high high mod low low high low low low low 

energy service co mod mod low mod low mod mod low low mod high 
 

Finding 8 sources of potential value add across all four domains 
(pink shading)

High appeal mean>6, moderate appeal >4 <6, low appeal <4



Finding 9 heterogeneity in value add across low carbon 
innovations

“innovation”
“independence”

“social benefits”

“identity signal”

“money saving, time 
saving, improved 

health”



• Low carbon innovations have wide appeal beyond their 
environmental benefits. 

• They appeal across four key domains
• Attributes related to money savings and the environmental 

benefits perceived as most important
But!
• Low carbon innovations appeal across other novel attributes
• Some evidence they offer value add above incumbents within 

all four attribute domains identified  

Conclusions



• Next phase 
– Large scale survey, testing valued attributes, early 

adopters
– Spill-over, linkages between innovations that share 

common attributes (draw on MDS)

Next steps (2)



Thank you for listening

Hazel Pettifor
h.pettifor@uea.ac.uk
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Qualitative analysis – constructs to themes to attributes

right to left in diagram

attribute themes constructs

easy to use (N=5)

low hassle (N=13)

convenient (N=9)

personal control (N=13)

technology control (n=2)

flexible choice (N=2)

personalised choice (N=5)

more choice (N=3)

salient (N=6)

ease and flexibility of use (N=58)
good or service is flexible and easy 

to use

ease of use or convenience (N=27)

control (N=15)

choice (N=10)

active involvement (N=2)

connects people with producers (N=5)

sharing (N=5)

sociable (N=6)

personal relationships (N=5)

community interactions (N=8)

inter-dependencies (N=31)
the good or service introduces or 

strengthens interactions with 
others' using the good or service 
(either directly or indirectly) … or 
helps personalise the relationship 

with a good or service

personal interactions (N=11)



Core/ 
primary

secondary attributes
- symbolic
- perceived
- not often mentioned
- subjective

tertiary attributes
- potential 
- novel
- high value add

Attributes can be seen as a hierarchy

Levitt (1974). Marketing success through differentiation of anything. Harvard Review

primary attributes
- private benefits
- functional
- objective


